Advances in high-throughput sequencing have enabled genomewide mapping of cis-regulatory elements (CREs) in diverse cell types and tissues, providing powerful resources for studying the role of noncoding genetic variation in health and disease (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012). Nevertheless, predicting the functional impact of regulatory variants requires understanding the sequence constraints mediating interactions between CREs and transcription factors (TFs). The DNA binding preferences of thousands of TFs have been characterized in vitro (Badis et al. 2009; Jolma et al. 2013; Weirauch et al. 2014) , but how accurately these models predict the regulatory activity of TF binding sites in vivo is not known.
Cone-rod homeobox (CRX) is a paired-like homeodomain TF and a master regulator of photoreceptor gene expression in vertebrates (Chen et al. 1997; Livesey et al. 2000; Hsiau et al. 2007 ). The DNA binding preferences of CRX and the closely related homologs OTX1 and OTX2 have been defined by quantitative gel shift, highthroughput SELEX, and protein binding microarray, all of which identify the high-affinity consensus sequence 5 ′ -TAATCC-3 ′ (Chatelain et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2010; Jolma et al. 2013; Barrera et al. 2016 ). In addition, structural studies have shown that paired-class homeodomains can bind DNA cooperatively as both homodimers and heterodimers at inverted TAAT repeats (Wilson et al. 1993 (Wilson et al. , 1995 Tucker and Wisdom 1999) . Paired-class TFs with a lysine (K) or a glutamine (Q) in position 50 of the homeodomain (K50 or Q50) bind dimeric half-sites with a 3-bp spacing, while those with a serine (S) in position 50 (S50) bind with a 2-bp spacing. Furthermore, K50 homeodomains, including CRX, prefer cytosines 3 ′ of each TAAT half-site (5 ′ -TAATCNGATTA-3 ′ ). In an earlier study, we mapped CRX occupancy in mouse photoreceptors by ChIP-seq, which showed that CRX-bound regions in vivo are enriched for both monomeric and dimeric CRX binding sites . However, whether monomeric and dimeric CRX binding sites promote distinct levels of transcriptional activation is not known.
Recently, massively parallel reporter assays (MPRAs) have emerged as powerful tools for quantifying the regulatory activity of many CREs simultaneously. These assays work by introducing libraries of barcoded reporter constructs into cells of interest followed by harvesting RNA and counting barcodes by sequencing to quantify activity. MPRAs can be designed to measure either the promoter activity of CREs (the level of expression they drive autonomously) or their enhancer or repressor activity (the level of expression they drive above or below that of a basal promoter). To date, MPRAs have been used to quantify tissue-specific and cell-type-specific CRE activity in cell lines (Melnikov et al. 2012; Arnold et al. 2013; Grossman et al. 2017) , explanted tissues (Kwasnieski et al. 2012; White et al. 2013 White et al. , 2016 , and in vivo (Patwardhan et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2016) .
Previously, we used MPRAs to begin to elucidate how photoreceptor CRE activity is encoded in CRX binding sites. In one study, we quantified the effect of all possible single-nucleotide substitutions in a 52-bp segment of the Rhodopsin promoter (pRho) on its autonomous activity in mouse retina (Kwasnieski et al. 2012) . We found that changes in the affinity of CRX binding sites within pRho are moderately correlated with changes in its activity. In addition, we observed interactions between pairs of mutations in binding sites for CRX and another photoreceptor TF, NRL. However, as we only analyzed a single element, the extent to which these results generalize to other photoreceptor CREs is not known.
In a subsequent study, we assayed the enhancer activity of thousands of 84-bp sequences corresponding to CRX-bound regions, CRX-unbound regions harboring high-affinity CRX binding sites, and scrambled controls (White et al. 2013) . We found that CRX-bound, but not CRX-unbound, regions drive higher expression than scrambled controls, despite controlling for CRX binding site content. In addition, we showed that the activity of CRX-bound regions depends on CRX binding sites. These results indicate that individual CRX binding sites within CRX-bound regions are necessary, but not sufficient, for enhancer activity. They also suggest that sequence context outside of primary binding sites distinguishes functional CRX binding sites from nonfunctional ones in vivo. Nevertheless, the sequence features that quantitatively predict photoreceptor CRE activity have not been clearly defined.
In the current study, we set out to build upon these results to better understand how multiple levels of sequence context influence the regulatory activity of CRX binding sites in mouse photoreceptors. First, we identified sequence features that predict CRX occupancy in vivo (as determined by ChIP-seq), and we compared these to sequence features that are correlated with enhancer activity (as measured by MPRA). In addition, we assayed the effect of inactivating mutations in monomeric versus dimeric CRX binding sites to quantify their relative activity. Finally, we performed a dense mutagenesis of 195 CRX binding sites to examine the relationship between TF binding site configuration and regulatory activity at single-nucleotide resolution.
Results
Combining dinucleotide frequencies and TF binding site content accurately predicts CRX occupancy in vivo
We previously used ChIP-seq to profile CRX occupancy in adult mouse photoreceptors, which showed that CRX-bound regions are phylogenetically conserved, have elevated GC content, and are enriched for K50 homeodomain binding sites . We subsequently reported that none of these features alone accurately predicts CRX occupancy genome-wide (White et al. 2013) . Here, we revisited these data to determine if models incorporating multiple predictors could accurately classify CRX-bound versus CRX-unbound regions and provide insight into the sequence features that determine CRX occupancy in vivo.
For this analysis, we selected 5250 200-bp sequences centered on CRX ChIP-seq peaks, focusing on distal enhancers (>1 kb upstream of and >100 bp downstream from a TSS) (Fig. 1A) . We then selected 52,500 200-bp CRX-unbound sequences sampled randomly from the mouse genome, controlling for GC and repeat content (Ghandi et al. 2016) . We scored each CRX-bound and CRX-unbound sequence for dinucleotide frequencies as well as occurrences of 206 TF binding sites (Jolma et al. 2013) . We found that CRX-bound regions are centered on significant enrichments in specific dinucleotide classes (e.g., GC and AG), as well as TF binding sites (e.g., monomeric and dimeric K50 binding sites) (Fig. 1B, C; Supplemental Figs. 1, 2) . Next, we used these features to train logistic regression classifiers to differentiate CRX-bound from CRXunbound sequences, and we used lasso regularization to control model complexity (Tibshirani 1996) .
To develop an intuition for the information contained in specific classes of features, we measured the performance of models using increasingly complex subsets of variables, quantified by area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC-ROC) and area under the precision-recall curve (AUC-PR) (Supplemental Fig. 3 ; Supplemental Table 1 ). First, we considered a model using only dinucleotide frequencies, and we found that this model performs nearly as well as one using counts of CRX binding sites (AUC-ROC = 0.75 vs. AUC-ROC = 0.77, respectively). Next, we noted that modeling CRX binding site content by simply scoring sequences with a position weight matrix (PWM) and counting matches above a single threshold fails to account for TF binding site affinity. To address this, we binned counts of CRX sites into four "affinity" classes (high, medium, low, and very low) based on the match P-value. This modification improves model performance (AUC-ROC = 0.84), highlighting the value of incorporating graded TF binding site affinity into models of TF occupancy. Finally, to account for the binding of multiple TFs, we trained a model using counts of 206 mouse and human TF binding sites (Jolma et al. 2013 ). This approach further improves model performance (AUC-ROC = 0.92), illustrating that multiple TF binding site models (even ostensibly similar homeodomain PWMs) capture nonredundant information in CRX ChIP-seq peaks.
Next, we combined dinucleotide frequencies and counts of TF binding sites in a single model, yielding the best performance among the logistic regression classifiers we tested (AUC-ROC of 0.95) (Fig. 1D ). Of note, two advantages of regularized logistic regression are that (1) the model coefficients have an accessible interpretation (the contribution of each variable to the likelihood of CRX binding), and (2) lasso regularization shrinks the coefficients of irrelevant or redundant variables toward zero. From an initial set of 834 predictors, only 18 have nonzero coefficients in the final model: GC, AG, and CG dinucleotide frequencies, as well as six TF binding sites, nearly all of which correspond to monomeric or dimeric K50 binding sites (Supplemental Table 2 ). These results suggest that a substantial fraction of CRX occupancy can be explained by the presence of a limited set of homeodomain TF binding sites in a favorable dinucleotide context.
Recently, several groups have developed methods for predicting TF occupancy from k-mer content (DNA words of length k, typically 6 to 10 bp), which have generally yielded highly accurate models (Fletez-Brant et al. 2013; Setty and Leslie 2015; Ghandi et al. 2016; Kelley et al. 2016) . We used one of these tools, gkm-SVM, to classify CRX-bound versus CRX-unbound regions using "gapped" 11-mers (11-bp sequences with seven informative positions), and we found that this model outperforms logistic regression (AUC-ROC = 0.99) ( Fig. 1D ; Ghandi et al. 2014) . Of note, gkm-SVM learns weights for all nonredundant 11-mers, corresponding to the impact of specific sequences on the likelihood of CRX binding. Analogous to the model coefficients in logistic regression, these weights provide insight into the DNA binding preferences learned by gkm-SVM. For example, top-weighted 11-mers are highly enriched for K50 binding sites, especially dimeric K50 binding sites (Supplemental Table 2 ).
In addition to manually inspecting highly weighted 11-mers, we calculated the median change in gkm-SVM score (deltaSVM) (Lee et al. 2015) due to mutations overlapping TF binding sites defined by experimentally derived PWMs (Supplemental Fig. 4 ; Jolma et al. 2013 ). This approach allowed us to systematically identify and quantify the relative importance of TF binding sites implicitly detected by gkm-SVM. Consistent with our logistic regression models, the majority of high-scoring PWMs correspond to homeodomain TFs (Supplemental Fig. 4) . Furthermore, gkm-SVM detects binding sites for additional TF families (including MADS, zinc finger, basic helix-loop-helix, and basic leucine zipper TFs), although the scores associated with these motifs are much lower than those associated with homeodomain binding sites. Thus, while both logistic regression and gkm-SVM identify homeodomain binding sites as key sequence features mediating CRX occupancy, only gkm-SVM captures the contribution of additional TF families.
Finally, given that multiple models of primary sequence features accurately predict CRX occupancy in vivo, we asked if the location of informative features was spatially constrained relative to the center of CRX ChIP-seq peaks. To address this question, we retrained our logistic regression classifier extracting features from windows ranging from 20 bp up to 200 bp (Fig. 1E) . We found that the maximum AUC-ROC and AUC-PR values are obtained by restricting features to the central ∼140 bp relative to the summit, suggesting that most of the information mediating CRX occupancy is contained within the footprints of individual nucleosomes (i.e., ∼146 bp) (Luger et al. 1997) .
Models that accurately predict CRX occupancy modestly predict CRE activity
Having identified sequence features that predict CRX occupancy, we asked if these same features could be used to predict the regulatory activity of CRX-bound regions in vivo. To quantify the activity of many CREs simultaneously, we performed CRE-seq as described previously ( Fig. 2A ; Kwasnieski et al. 2012; White et al. 2013 White et al. , 2016 Shen et al. 2016) . Briefly, we used custom oligonucleotide synthesis to generate a library of 1230 100-bp DNA fragments centered on native enhancers identified by CRX ChIP-seq . We cloned this library upstream of a photoreceptor promoter driving DsRed, and we included a CRE-specific DNA barcode in the 3 ′ UTR of each construct. We electroporated this library into newborn mouse retinas, which were then cultured for 8 d. Finally, we harvested RNA and DNA and PCR amplified and sequenced barcodes to measure copy number-adjusted regulatory activity.
In a previous study, we found that up to 50% of putative photoreceptor CREs have little or no autonomous activity . We have also shown that CREs lacking autonomous activity can nevertheless act as potent enhancers when cloned upstream of a cell-type-specific promoter . Therefore, in the current study, we assayed CREs in an enhancer or repressor context (i.e., upstream of a cell-type-specific promoter) to increase our sensitivity to detect elements with measurable activity. Specifically, we assayed the activity of CRX-bound regions cloned upstream of a 205-bp segment of the Rho promoter (pRho), which drives high expression in rod photoreceptors (Zack et al. 1991; Montana et al. 2011a ). In addition, we assayed our library on a 206-bp segment of the Crx promoter (pCrx), which drives moderate expression in both rod and cone photoreceptors, to assess the effect of distinct promoters on CRE activity. We found that CRE-seq generates reproducible estimates of enhancer activity on both pRho and pCrx (Spearman's correlation coefficients between biological replicates of 0.98-0.99 and 0.93-0.94, respectively) (Supplemental Fig. 5 ), and we observed similar distributions of CRE activity on both promoters (Fig. 2B) .
To identify sequence features associated with CRE activity, we examined the correlation between dinucleotide frequencies or counts of individual TF binding sites and CRE-seq expression. To give a specific example, we found that the number of E-box binding sites is positively correlated with CRE activity on both pRho and pCrx (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.15 and 0.09, respectively) ( Fig. 2C) . Overall, we identified 24 sequence features that were significantly correlated with CRE activity on either pRho or pCrx (FDR < 0.05) (Fig. 2D) . In contrast to the sequence features that predict CRX occupancy by logistic regression (GC, AG, and CG dinucleotides as well as K50 homeodomain binding sites), we found that a more complex set of dinucleotide frequencies and TF binding sites is correlated with regulatory activity. In addition, many of the features that are most strongly correlated with CRE activity are associated with modest decreases in gkm-SVM scores when mutated (e.g., E-box and nuclear receptor binding sites). These results suggest that the sequence features that determine the activity of CRX-bound regions differ in important ways from those that mediate CRX occupancy.
Overall, TF binding sites that are correlated with CRE activity belong to five distinct TF families (Fig. 2D ). Binding sites for nuclear receptors, basic helix-loop-helix, and zinc finger TFs are positively correlated with activity, whereas binding sites for Q50 homeodomain and T-box TFs are negatively correlated with activity (K50 binding sites are discussed below). Almost all of these families correspond to TFs that play well-characterized roles in mouse photoreceptor development (Supplemental Fig. 6 ): Esrrb, Nr2e3, Rorb, Rxrg, and Thrb (nuclear receptors); Neurod1 (a basic helixloop-helix TF); Sp1, Sp3, and Sp4 (zinc finger TFs); Crx and Otx2 (K50 homeodomain TFs); and Rax (a Q50 homeodomain TF). In contrast, a role for T-box TFs in mammalian photoreceptors has not been established. Additionally, recent transcriptome profiling of mouse photoreceptors has shown that Tbx2 is robustly expressed during the early post-natal period (Supplemental Performance of specific models classifying elements with low (within 1.2-fold of the median) versus high (greater than threefold above the median) activity on pCrx. LogR (CRX ChIP) indicates logistic regression classifier using scores from logistic regression model trained on CRX ChIP-seq data (AUC-ROC = 0.71) (for full model, see Fig. 1D ). SVM (CRX ChIP) indicates logistic regression classifier using scores from gkm-SVM classifier trained on CRX ChIP-seq data (AUC-ROC = 0.74). SVM (combined) indicates logistic regression classifier using scores from gkm-SVM models trained on genomic and epigenomic data sets listed in Supplemental Table 3 Kim et al. 2016a,b) . Tbx3, Tbx5, and Tbx6 are also expressed but at lower levels. Of note, all of these factors are down-regulated by P14 and are not expressed in adult photoreceptors (Sowden et al. 2001) , suggesting that TBX TFs may regulate photoreceptor gene expression specifically at early post-natal stages.
In addition to identifying sequence features that are correlated with CRE activity, we compared our CRE-seq data to previously generated genomic and epigenomic profiling data ( Fig. 2E ; Supplemental Table 3 ; The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012; Hao et al. 2012; Wilken et al. 2015; Mo et al. 2016; Hughes et al. 2017 ). In particular, we examined the correlation between CRE activity and open chromatin data (ATAC-seq or DNase-seq) from whole retina, rod and cone photoreceptors, brain, heart, liver, B cells, and T cells. In addition, we examined the correlation between CRE activity and ChIP-seq data for photoreceptor-specific TFs (CRX and NRL) as well as histone modifications (H3K27ac, H3K4me3, H3K4me1, and H3K27me3) in whole retina (Supplemental Fig. 7 ; Supplemental Table 4 ). In general, we found that data sets generated in whole retina or photoreceptors have the strongest correlations with CRE-seq expression (Pearson correlation coefficients up to 0.30 on pRho and 0.26 on pCrx), suggesting that CRE-seq captures meaningful cell-type-specific regulatory activity. Specifically, we found that activating histone marks (H3K27ac and H3K4me1), ChIP-seq for CRX and NRL, and whole-retina and photoreceptor chromatin accessibility are positively correlated with CRE activity, whereas the repressing histone mark H3K27me3 and nonretina chromatin accessibility are negatively correlated with CRE activity.
Finally, we asked if the same models that accurately classify CRX-bound versus CRX-unbound regions (Fig. 1D ) could also be used to predict the regulatory activity of these regions. To evaluate this, we defined CREs with expression greater than threefold above the median as having high activity and CREs with expression within 1.2-fold of the median as having low activity. Compared with their accuracy in classifying CRX-bound versus unbound regions (Fig. 1D) , both regularized logistic regression and gkm-SVM perform modestly in predicting high versus low CRE activity (AUC-ROC = 0.61 on pRho and 0.71 on pCrx for regularized logistic regression and AUC-ROC = 0.61 on pRho and 0.74 on pCrx for gkm-SVM) (Fig. 2F) . In parallel, given that we observed relatively strong correlations between orthogonal genomic and epigenomic data sets and CRE activity (Supplemental Fig. 7) , we asked how accurately these chromatin features could classify CREs with high versus low activity. Individually, these features perform comparably to the sequence-based models derived from CRX ChIP-seq data (AUC-ROC up to 0.75 on pRho and AUC-ROC up to 0.71 on pCrx). In addition, we found that combining chromatin features classifies CREs more accurately than using any single feature alone (AUC-ROC = 0.79 on pRho and AUC-ROC = 0.78 on pCrx) (Fig. 2F) . Similarly, we trained separate gkm-SVM models on each genomic and epigenomic data set and found that a model combining these scores outperforms any individual gkm-SVM model (AUC-ROC = 0.75 on pRho and AUC-ROC = 0.80 on pCrx) (Fig. 2F) . These results suggest that gkm-SVM models trained on multiple functional genomic data sets from a particular cell type capture nonredundant aspects of the underlying cis-regulatory grammar and that these models can be combined to more accurately predict cis-regulatory activity from primary sequence.
Choice of CRE-seq promoter influences estimates of CRE activity
As described above, we assayed our CRE-seq library on both pRho and pCrx to assess the extent to which CRE activity is promoter dependent. We observed similar distributions of activity on both promoters (Fig. 2B ) and similar correlations with specific sequence features and orthogonal genomic and epigenomic data sets ( Fig.  2C-E) . Nevertheless, we identified several exceptions, including K50 homeodomain binding sites (i.e., CRX binding sites) and AA, AC, AT, CA, and TA dinucleotides (Fig. 2D) . Consistent with previous work, we found that CRE activity is negatively correlated with the number of K50 binding sites when assayed on pRho (Pearson correlation coefficient −0.09) (White et al. 2013 (White et al. , 2016 but positively correlated with the number of K50 binding sites when assayed on pCrx (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.06). This inversion may reflect complex promoter-enhancer interactions, i.e., promoter-dependent CRE activity. Alternatively, given that pRho has significantly higher baseline activity than pCrx, the dynamic range of the CRE-seq assay may differ on pRho versus pCrx. To examine this in greater detail, we compared the activity of each CRE on each promoter, which suggests that CRE activity indeed saturates on pRho (Supplemental Fig. 8) . Thus, the observed differences between pRho and pCrx may be, at least in part, technical in nature. Accordingly, we restricted subsequent analyses to data generated on pCrx, which appears to have a broader dynamic range.
Dimeric CRX binding sites encode stronger enhancers than monomeric CRX binding sites
As discussed above, homeodomain TFs bind DNA as both monomers and dimers, and CRX ChIP-seq peaks are enriched for both monomeric and dimeric CRX binding sites (Fig. 1C) . Both monomeric and dimeric CRX binding sites within CRX ChIP-seq peaks are evolutionary conserved, including both half-sites within dimeric CRX binding sites (Fig. 3A) . In addition, the most highly conserved position within the TAAT core (in both monomeric and dimeric contexts) is the second adenine (TAAT). We previously showed that substitutions at this position effectively eliminate CRX binding in vitro (Lee et al. 2010) , consistent with the key role of this position in mediating homeodomain-DNA interactions (Chaney et al. 2005) .
To quantify the regulatory activity of individual TF binding sites, we used CRE-seq to assay the effect of inactivating mutations (TAAT to TACT) in 1756 CRX binding sites within the CRX-bound regions described above (Fig. 3B) . We found that, in general, CRX binding sites act as enhancers: 74% of mutations decrease activity, and 25% decrease activity by more than twofold (compared with 4% that increase activity by more than twofold) (Fig. 3C ). Nearly half (49%) of these changes are statistically significant (FDR < 0.05), and 85% of statistically significant differences are decreases in activity (Fig. 3D) .
We next asked if the predicted affinity of CRX binding sites is correlated with their activity. We calculated the motif score for each targeted CRX site, and we binned sites based on the match P-value into four "affinity" classes (very low, low, medium, and high). To account for the fact that CRX binding sites can act as either enhancers or repressors, we considered the absolute log fold change in activity. We found that monomeric CRX binding site motif scores are not significantly correlated with activity. In contrast, dimeric CRX binding site scores are significantly (though modestly) correlated with activity (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.23, P < 2.2 × 10
−16
). Similarly, the activity of targeted sites does not vary significantly across affinity classes defined by a monomeric homeodomain PWM, whereas all pairwise comparisons (except medium vs. high) are significantly different when comparing affinity classes defined by a dimeric homeodomain PWM www.genome.org
(FDR < 0.05) ( Fig. 3E ; Supplemental Table 5 ). Taken together, these data show that medium-and high-affinity dimeric CRX binding sites encode stronger enhancer (or repressor) activity than monomeric CRX binding sites.
Pairs of CRX binding sites act cooperatively
To characterize interactions between CRX binding sites, we selected 225 CREs with two monomeric CRX binding sites (with unconstrained intersite spacing and orientation) and mutated them individually and in combination. For each pair, we defined the binding site with the higher monomeric homeodomain PWM score to be "site 1." Consistent with the above results, we found that mutating either binding site has a similar effect on wildtype activity, independent of their relative affinities ( Fig. 3F ; Supplemental Fig. 9 ). Furthermore, mutating both CRX binding sites has only a slightly greater effect than mutating either site individually ( Fig. 3F; Supplemental Fig. 9 ). This result suggests that at least some pairs of CRX binding sites act synergistically; i.e., they increase or decrease CRE activity more in combination than we would predict based on the activity of either site alone. To test this, we modeled the activity of each CRE as a linear function of the presence of both targeted CRX binding sites and an interaction term (Kwasnieski et al. 2012) . Nearly half (47%) of the 225 CREs we analyzed had significant interaction terms (FDR < 0.05) (Supplemental Table 6 ), suggesting that nonadditive interactions between pairs of CRX binding sites are common among photoreceptor CREs.
We used this same approach (mutating sites individually and in combination) to dissect the activity of half-sites in 130 dimeric CRX binding sites. Similar to the above, we defined "half-site 1" and "half-site 2" based on the orientation of the highest scoring match to a dimeric homeodomain PWM. We again found that mutating either half-site alone significantly decreases activity but that mutating them together has minimal additional effect, suggesting that at least some half-sites act cooperatively ( Fig. 3F ; Supplemental Fig. 9 ). Similar to our analysis of monomeric sites, we used linear models to test for interactions between half-sites, which revealed statistically significant interactions in 62% of cases (FDR < 0.05) (Supplemental Table 7 ), indicating that half-sites within dimeric CRX binding sites often act cooperatively.
The frequency of interactions between CRX binding sites in determining regulatory activity is notable considering that additive models of TF binding site content (i.e., models without interactions) predict CRX occupancy with reasonable accuracy (Fig.  1D) . Indeed, the role of TF cooperativity may represent a significant difference between the sequence grammar that determines CRX occupancy and that which determines the activity of 
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on October 14, 2018 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from CRX-bound regions. Accordingly, we set out to validate these results using an orthogonal assay. We selected two CREs from our analysis (one with two monomeric CRX binding sites, and one with a dimeric CRX binding site) and tested the effects of the same mutations described above via conventional fluorescent reporter assays (Supplemental Fig. 10 ; Supplemental Table 8 ; Corbo et al. 2010) . We found that, indeed, mutating either monomeric CRX binding site (or both) had roughly equivalent effects on CRE activity, i.e., significant down-regulation of fluorescent reporter expression. Similarly, mutating either half-site within the dimeric CRX binding site (or mutating both) essentially eliminated reporter expression. Thus, the results from traditional fluorescent reporter assays are consistent with the results from CRE-seq.
The correlation between CRX binding site affinity and activity is CRE dependent
In our analysis of CRX binding site mutations described above, we were surprised that the effects of inactivating mutations are not strongly correlated with TF binding site affinity (Fig. 3E) . However, this analysis only considered a single mutation (TAAT to TACT). To characterize the relationship between CRX binding site affinity and activity in greater detail, we used CRE-seq to quantify the effect of all possible single-nucleotide substitutions in a 13-bp window overlapping 97 monomeric and 98 dimeric CRX binding sites (Fig. 4A) . We again found that mutations in dimeric CRX binding sites are enriched for strong effects compared with mutations in monomeric CRX binding sites, consistent with our interpretation that dimeric binding CRX sites encode stronger enhancers (Fig. 4B) . Furthermore, these data define the key positions within CRX binding sites, with mutations in the TAAT core and the first 3 ′ nucleotide having the strongest effects (including both half-sites within dimeric CRX binding sites) ( Fig. 4B-D ; Supplemental Figs. 11, 12) . In general, these results are consistent with the in vitro DNA binding preferences of CRX determined by quantitative gel shift ( Fig. 4C ; Lee et al. 2010) , as well as the DNA binding preferences of closely related homeodomain TFs that have been estimated by high-throughput SELEX (Supplemental Fig.  13 ; Jolma et al. 2013 ). In addition, we found that the median effects of specific substitutions at each position within CRX binding sites are highly correlated with the associated changes in PWM score (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.82 for both monomeric and dimeric CRX binding sites) (Supplemental Fig. 13) .
While the median effects of specific substitutions are strongly correlated with their predicted impact on CRX binding, we found substantial variation in the effects of specific mutations across CREs (Fig. 4D) . Accordingly, when we consider the relationship between changes in TF binding site affinity and activity across all mutations (without aggregating by position or nucleotide identity), this correlation is significantly lower (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.32 for monomeric sites and 0.35 for dimeric sites) (Supplemental Fig. 13 ). Nevertheless, within individual CREs, these correlations are often stronger (median absolute Pearson correlation coefficient 0.54 for monomeric CRX binding sites and median absolute Pearson correlation coefficient 0.58 for dimeric CRX binding sites). This apparent contradiction is explained by examining the relationship between TF binding site affinity and activity within individual CREs (Supplemental Fig. 14) . For a given CRE, changes in activity are typically well-described by a linear function of changes in affinity, but the slope is CRE dependent. In other words, sequence context appears to rescale the relationship between changes in CRX binding site affinity and activity across CREs (Supplemental Fig. 14) . These results suggest that, while models of TF binding site affinity may accurately predict the relative effects of mutations within a single CRE, predicting the relative effects of mutations across multiple CREs presents an additional challenge. In addition to examining the relationship between TF binding site affinity and activity, we asked if phylogenetic conservation is correlated with the effects of mutations in CRX binding sites. We found that the average conservation (phyloP scores) of specific positions within CRX binding sites is correlated with the median effects of mutations at those positions (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.89-0.95) (Fig. 4D , see also Supplemental Fig. 15 ). Nevertheless, conservation is poorly correlated with mutation effects across CREs (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.07-0.10), suggesting that conservation scores should be used cautiously when prioritizing candidate regulatory variants from multiple loci.
The activity of dimeric CRX binding sites depends on half-site spacing
In addition to analyzing single-nucleotide substitutions, we quantified the effect of small insertions and deletions in dimeric CRX binding sites on CRE activity to determine if their activity depends on half-site spacing (Fig. 5) . First, we made all 1-, 2-, and 3-bp deletions (n = 7 per targeted site) of the three nucleotides 3 ′ of the TAAT core in the 97 monomeric and 98 dimeric CRX binding sites described above. On average, deletions significantly decrease activity (P < 1.4 × 10 −4 ) (Fig. 5A) , but deletions of different sizes do not have significantly different effects. Interpreting these results with respect to spacing is challenging since deletions impact the affinity of individual half-sites as well as potential TF interactions, though we note that deletions in dimeric CRX binding sites have stronger effects than analogous deletions in monomeric CRX binding sites (P < 8.5 × 10
−4
). To test the effect of alterations in half-site spacing while minimizing the impact on the affinity of individual half-sites, we made the following insertions (Fig. 5B) . For 1-bp insertions, we doubled the center nucleotide (e.g., 5
′ -CAG-3 ′ to 5 ′ -CAAG-3 ′ ). For 2-bp insertions, we tripled the center nucleotide (e.g., 5
′ -CAG-3 ′ to 5 ′ -CAAAG-3 ′ ). And for 3-bp insertions, we doubled the entire triplet (e.g., 5 ′ -CAG-3 ′ to 5 ′ -CAGCAG-3 ′ ). All three mutations significantly decrease the activity of dimeric, but not monomeric, CRX ). Taken together, these data indicate that the activity of dimeric CRX binding sites depends on a strict 3-bp spacing, consistent with structural studies of paired-class homeodomain TF-DNA complexes (Wilson et al. 1995; Tucker and Wisdom 1999) .
Finally, our analysis of single-nucleotide substitutions suggests that the activity of dimeric CRX binding sites is optimized by the spacer triplet CCG, which creates the highest-affinity K50 homeodomain binding sites on each strand given the spacing constraints described above. However, additional spacer sequences are also enriched in CRX ChIP-seq peaks. To determine the activity of these different spacer sequences, we substituted the six most enriched triplets (CCG, CAG, AGG, AAG, CTC, and CCA) into each of the CRX binding sites tested above in both orientations. We found that the effect of individual substitutions is similar regardless of their orientation (Supplemental Fig. 15 ). In addition, we found that specific spacer sequences have distinct effects on CRE activity (Fig. 5C ). These effects are positively correlated with the resulting affinity of each half-site for K50 homeodomain TFs and are negatively correlated with the resulting affinity for Q50 homeodomain TFs. In particular, the spacer CCA has the lowest activity, and this sequence forms a high-affinity K50 binding site on the forward strand and a high-affinity Q50 binding site on the reverse strand. Previously, K50 and Q50 paired-class TFs have been shown to antagonize one another at specific dimeric homeodomain binding sites (Tucker and Wisdom 1999) , suggesting that the reduced activity of dimeric CRX binding sites with CCA spacer sequences may reflect TF competition.
Accounting for baseline CRE activity improves the prediction of variant effects
We next asked how accurately primary sequence features could predict the effects of mutations in CRX binding sites. We used linear regression to model the effects of changes in CRE activity as a function of changes in TF binding site affinity for each of the CREs in our dense substitution analysis. We tested representing changes in TF binding site affinity as both the difference between wild-type and mutant PWM scores as well as the associated change in CRX ChIP-seq gkm-SVM scores (i.e., deltaSVM scores) (Supplemental Tables 9-11; Ghandi et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2015) . Fitting models for each CRE individually, we found that deltaSVM scores predict the effects of mutations in CRX binding sites more accurately than changes in PWM scores (R 2 = 0.41 vs. R 2 = 0.32) (Fig.   6A ). However, both approaches perform significantly worse when we fit models for all mutations simultaneously (R 2 = 0.14 for deltaSVM scores and R 2 = 0.12 for changes in PWM scores) (Fig. 6B) . We hypothesized that the performance of these models might be limited by omitting the contribution of sequence features outside the targeted binding sites. In addition, we asked whether models derived from orthogonal genomic and epigenomic assays could be combined to yield a more complete representation of sequence features relevant to photoreceptor CRE activity. Accordingly, we trained gkm-SVM models on 15 additional data sets (DNase-seq, ATAC-seq, TF ChIP-seq, and/or histone ChIP-seq from retina and six nonretinal tissues), and quantified how well combinations of gkm-SVM (wild-type) and/or deltaSVM scores (mutant-specific) predict the effect of mutations in CRX binding sites (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012; Hao et al. 2012; Wilken et al. 2015; Mo et al. 2016; Hughes et al. 2017) . We found that none of these multiscore models substantially improves upon CRX ChIP-seq deltaSVM scores (R 2 = 0.14-0.16) (Fig.   6C ). These results suggest that, while additive models of primary sequence features accurately predict TF occupancy, more complex models (e.g., ones incorporating spacing-and orientation-dependent interactions between TF binding sites) may be necessary to accurately predict the effects of specific mutations on regulatory activity.
As an alternative to predicting the effects of mutations (i.e., change in CRE activity) from primary sequence alone, we asked how accurately the combination of wild-type (baseline) CRE activity and sequence-based models could predict the activity of mutant CREs. We found that wild-type activity alone explains 66% of the variation in mutant activity (Fig. 6D) . Furthermore, combining wild-type expression with deltaSVM scores from multiple data sets significantly improves performance (R 2 = 0.73), and incorporating interactions between wild-type activity and deltaSVM scores yields additional improvement (R 2 = 0.76) (Fig. 6D ). These data demonstrate that the effects of mutations in CRX binding sites depend on wild-type CRE activity. Accordingly, while modeling the effects of CRX binding site mutations from primary sequence alone remains challenging, knowledge of baseline CRE activity significantly improves the prediction of the functional effects of cisregulatory variants. 
Discussion
In this study, we assayed thousands of wild-type and mutant CREs to identify sequence features that modulate the activity of CRX binding sites, and we found that the activity of CRX binding sites depends on multiple layers of sequence context. Both the affinity of individual CRX binding sites as well as their configuration (i.e., monomeric versus dimeric) have modest but significant effects on their activity. Moreover, the broader sequence context in which CRX binding sites occur, including the number and affinity of additional K50 as well as non-K50 binding sites, has even stronger effects on their activity. We also found that multiple instances of CRX binding sites within individual CREs often act cooperatively. Of note, with the exception of half-sites within dimeric CRX binding sites, we did not find evidence that interactions between TF binding sites are constrained with respect to spacing or orientation. This may be because we only measured the effects of pairs of mutations in a few hundred CREs and lacked the power to identify these constraints. Alternatively, the interactions we observed may reflect indirect cooperativity (e.g., nucleosome-mediated cooperativity) with limited constraints on relative spacing and orientation. Regardless, while CRX occupancy can largely be explained by additive models of homeodomain TF binding sites and dinucleotide content, the activity of CRX-binding sites appears to be determined by a richer vocabulary of sequence features as well as interactions between them. These results are broadly consistent with a recent study of PPARG-bound regions in mouse adipocytes (Grossman et al. 2017) , suggesting that they may highlight general mechanisms by which mammalian enhancers encode cis-regulatory activity.
As described above, our analysis of the correlation between TF binding sites and native CRE activity confirms a role for several families of TFs known to regulate photoreceptor development (Fig. 2D) . One unexpected result was that T-box motifs are negatively correlated with photoreceptor CRE activity (Fig. 2D) . Although T-box TFs have no established role in mammalian photoreceptor development, Tbx2b mutant zebrafish show a conversion of ultraviolet cones into rods (Alvarez-Delfin et al. 2009 ). In addition, recent expression profiling in chicken has suggested that Tbx2 plays a role in violet cone development (Enright et al. 2015) . In mouse, Tbx2 is the most highly expressed T-box TF in developing photoreceptors, and it is down-regulated as they mature (Supplemental Fig. 6 ; Sowden et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2016a, b) . In addition, TBX2 has been shown to act as a repressor (Abrahams et al. 2010) . Together with CRE-seq data, these observations suggest that TBX2 may act as a transcriptional repressor in the developing mouse retina, which would establish TBX2 as an ancient and highly conserved regulator of vertebrate photoreceptor identity.
In addition to T-box motifs, we found that Q50 binding sites are negatively correlated with CRE activity (Fig. 2D) , suggesting they may also act as repressors. Among Q50 TFs in mouse, Rax is the most highly expressed in photoreceptors (Kim et al. 2016a,b) and has been shown to play a role in photoreceptor maturation and survival (Irie et al. 2015) . However, traditional reporter assays suggest that RAX is a weak activator of photoreceptor CREs, not a repressor (Irie et al. 2015) . Accordingly, additional functional studies are needed to determine if Q50 binding sites generally act as activators or repressors in photoreceptors. Other retinal cell types express distinct Q50 TFs (e.g., VSX2 in bipolar cells), raising the possibility that Q50 binding sites could mediate repression of photoreceptor genes in other retinal cell types.
Of note, Nrl is a member of the Maf subfamily of basic leucine zipper TFs and a master regulator of rod photoreceptor identify, but we did not detect a significant correlation between the number of NRL binding sites and CRE activity. Importantly, NRL binding sites are not strongly enriched in CRX ChIP-seq peaks (Supplemental Fig. 2 ). Therefore, it is possible that the elements we assayed by CRE-seq simply lack a sufficient number of NRL-bound sequences to detect the effects of NRL on CRE activity. However, based on NRL ChIP-seq, we estimate that 25% of CRX-bound regions are cobound by NRL (Hao et al. 2012) . Furthermore, we found that CRE-seq activity is significantly correlated with NRL occupancy as estimated by ChIP-seq. These results suggest that the interactions between NRL and DNA may not be adequately modeled by the conventional NRL PWM and that more complex models (perhaps involving cobinding TFs) may be needed to precisely define the role of NRL in rod-specific gene regulation.
Currently, there is intense interest in developing quantitative models to predict the effects of noncoding variants on CRE activity to identify causal variants underlying disease association signals (Lee et al. 2015; Zhou and Troyanskaya 2015; Kelley et al. 2016) . Several groups have recently evaluated the accuracy of specific methods for predicting the activity of native CREs as measured by MPRA, finding that current models explain 4%-38% of the variation in regulatory activity (Lee et al. 2015; Grossman et al. 2017; Inoue et al. 2017) . Here, we report that linear models using multiple deltaSVM scores explain up to 16% of the variation in the effects of mutations in CRX binding sites (i.e., changes in activity). Thus, additional work is needed to predict regulatory activity from primary sequence, and we hypothesize that models incorporating higher-order interactions are likely to prove valuable. Nevertheless, we show that combining estimates of wild-type CRE activity with deltaSVM scores explains most of the variation in mutant CRE activity (R 2 = 0.76). This result suggests that combining reference sets of wild-type cell-type-specific CRE activity (ascertained by MPRA) with cell-type-specific models of sequence grammar (e.g., deltaSVM models) could be a powerful strategy for predicting the cell-type-specific effects of novel cis-regulatory variants.
Methods

CRE-seq library design
We selected 1270 target regions from CRX ChIP-seq peaks (100-bp elements centered on peak summits). Candidate monomeric CRX binding sites were identified with FIMO (v4.11.2) (Grant et al. 2011 ) using the OTX2_DBD_1 PWM (Jolma et al. 2013 ) and a P-value threshold of P < 10 −3
. Candidate dimeric CRX binding sites were identified by matches to the pattern 5 ′ -TAAKNNNMTTN-3 ′ or 5 ′ -NAAKNNNMTTA-3 ′ . For monomeric CRX binding sites, we mutated each TAAT core to TACT. For dimeric CRX binding sites, we mutated each TAAT half-site to TACT individually as well as both in combination. In addition, within each CRE, we mutated each CRX binding site individually as well as all in combination. For saturating mutagenesis, we selected 100 monomeric and 100 dimeric CRX binding sites and made all possible single-nucleotide substitutions in a 13-bp window overlapping each CRX binding site as well as selected insertions, deletions, and substitutions of the spacer nucleotides. Each of the 14,987 wild-type and mutant target sequences was paired with six or seven unique 13-bp barcodes, yielding a final library of 100,000 oligos.
CRE-seq library construction
We generated 170-bp oligos by array-based oligonucleotide synthesis through a limited licensing agreement with Agilent Technologies. Oligos were amplified and cloned into (Rho-prox)-DsRed (Montana et al. 2011a ) as described previously (Kwasnieski et al. 2012; White et al. 2013) . The resulting plasmid library was sequenced to assess CRE representation (99.7% of 100,000 targeted oligos were detected, 98.8% at more than one barcode per million barcodes). A promoter-DsRed reporter construct (either pRhoDsRed or pCrx-DsRed) was then cloned between each CRE and barcode to generate the final CRE-seq library. For details, see Supplemental Materials.
CRE-seq assay
Mouse husbandry and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health and were approved by the Washington University in St. Louis Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Retinal electroporation and CRE-seq were performed as described previously (Montana et al. 2011b; Kwasnieski et al. 2012; White et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2016) . For details, see Supplemental Materials.
Models of TF occupancy and CRE activity
Logistic regression models predicting TF occupancy or CRE activity and linear regression models predicting mutation effects were implemented in R (v3.3) (R Core Team 2016). For each target sequence, nonredundant dinucleotide frequencies were calculated on both strands, and instances of TF binding sites were identified with FIMO (v4.11.2) (Grant et al. 2011 ) using a database of 206 human and mouse PWMs derived from high-throughput SELEX and ChIP-seq experiments (Jolma et al. 2013) . gkm-SVM models predicting TF occupancy, chromatin accessibility, and histone modifications were trained with LS-GKM (l = 11, k = 7) (Lee 2016) using background sequence sets generated with the gkm-SVM R package (Ghandi et al. 2014; Ghandi et al. 2016) . For details, see Supplemental Materials.
Data access
The sequence data from this study have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE106243.
